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PROCEEDING

2015 International Conference on Science in Information Technology (ICSITech)

“Big Data Spectrum for Future Information Economy”

27 - 28 October 2015
Yogyakarta, Indonesia
Foreword from Conference Chair

Welcome you to The 2015 International Conference on Science in Information Technology (ICSITech) on “Big Data Spectrum for Future Information Technology” organized by Universitas Ahmad Dahlan as a host, Universitas Pendidikan Indonesia, Universitas Mulawarman, UPN “Veteran” Yogyakarta, and UTM Big Data Centre-Universiti Teknologi Malaysia. It is both an honor and a privilege to stand before you today and welcome you to this learned community.

As we know, Big data is a popular term used to describe the exponential growth and availability of data, both structured and unstructured. And big data may be as important to business – and society – as the Internet has become. Why? More data may lead to more accurate analyses. To raise awareness of the Big Data and its challenges, Informatics Department of Universitas Ahmad Dahlan holds this conference to offer you a unique opportunity to share ideas and experiences and to discuss evolving Big Data and its challenges, which we definitely hope to result in the improved research and practice of Big Data in Universitas Ahmad Dahlan.

This conference is the first ICSITech Conference and next year it will be hosted by Universitas Mulawarman, Samarinda Indonesia. This conference is IEEE conference so that papers accepted and presented will be forwarding for consideration to be published in the IEEE Xplore Digital Library.

From more than hundreds paper that came to us, with the long and tight review process, we only accepted 66 paper that will be presented today in parallel session, so that, it is free to all of you to choose which room to be attended according to your interest. I thank to Ministry of Research, Technology, and Higher Education (RISTEKDIKTI), Republic of Indonesia for funding this conference, IEEE Indonesia Section as technical co-sponsor for this conference. I also thank to our partner, Universitas Pendidikan Indonesia, Universitas Mulawarman, UPN “Veteran” Yogyakarta, and UTM Big Data Centre-Universiti Teknologi Malaysia.

With this conference, we are expanding the value of the partnership today with our colleagues outside the continent. We certainly will benefit from the 3 expert fellow friends from University Teknologi Malaysia (Malaysia), National Taiwan University of Science and Technology (Taiwan), and AGH University of Science and Technology (Poland). I hope this expanded partnership can be further deliberated during the conference. I believe that the session ahead provide us the opportunity to discuss on the fields of Big Data: Challenges and Practical Applications, Data Science vs. Big Data @ UTM Big Data Centre, and Comparison of Data Mining Techniques for Money Laundering Detection System. With that note, again, a very warm welcome to all of you and I hope that the Conference will be fruitful and your next few hours here will be productive and also enjoyable.

ICSITech 2015 Chairman
Rusydi Umar, Ph.D
Welcome Message from the Rector of UAD

First of all, let us thank Allah, the Almighty, for blessing and guiding us into the right path, and for granting all means and opportunities together here to attend this very meaningful occasion. On behalf of the Universitas Ahmad Dahlan, we are greatly honored and pleased to welcome you all to The 2015 International Conference on Science in Information Technology (ICSITech). I thank to Ministry of Research, Technology, and Higher Education (RISTEKDIKTI), Republic of Indonesia for funding this conference, IEEE Indonesia Section as technical co-sponsor for this conference. I also thank to our partner, Universitas Pendidikan Indonesia, Universitas Mulawarman, UPN “Veteran” Yogyakarta, and UTM Big Data Centre-Universiti Teknologi Malaysia. I also thank to steering committee, all reviewer from across the globe as a scientific committee, and organizing committee. Without all your effort this conference will not be held as it is now.

We would also like to extend our gratitude especially to Prof. Siti Mariyam Shamsuddin, UTM Big Data Centre, Universiti Teknologi Malaysia, Malaysia. Assist. Prof. Rafał Dreżewski (AGH University of Science and Technology, Poland), Prof. Shi-Jinn Horng (National Taiwan University of Science and Technology, Taiwan) who have accepted our invitation to become the invited speakers of today's Conference. Special Guest from IEEE Indonesia Section, Special Guests from Ministry of Research, Technology, and Higher Education (RISTEKDIKTI), Republic of Indonesia which also funding this conference. Distinguished Guests from Universitas Pendidikan Indonesia, Universitas Mulawarman, UPN “Veteran” Yogyakarta, and Universiti Teknologi Malaysia.

Ladies and gentlemen, finally allow me on behalf of the big family of Universitas Ahmad Dahlan to wish you a fruitful and pleasant international conference.

Yogyakarta, October 27, 2015
Dr. Kasiyarno. Rector of UAD
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Abstract—This study is an implementation of information technology for education, aimed to produce a model of online lab course with a collaborative environment using a desktop sharing application. In the digital electronics lab course, participants were divided into the groups, each of them consists of three members. A desktop sharing application was used to the digital circuit simulator as an offline program that can be accessed online. The results show that the application can be used to introduce a collaborative environment in an online lab course. The application was possible to make an offline program such of a digital circuit simulator that can be accessed online by each member of the groups. This model has got a positive response from the participants of digital electronics lab course.

Keywords—online lab; desktop sharing application; breadboard simulator; digital electronics course

I. INTRODUCTION

Digital Electronics, one of the subjects in the Department of Electrical Engineering, is the prerequisite of the subjects of Computer Architecture and Microprocessors. During the lecture, this subject is delivered through two methods: firstly, direct lecture/face-to-face between lecturer and the students in the class and secondly, the activity was run in lab course. Currently, lab course is run through hands-on activities in the real laboratory by preparing the electronic circuit on the breadboard and testing it using a logic probe. This was done because of its flexibility and low cost for operation.

Unfortunately, practical work in the real laboratory using a hands-on method experiences the problems when the number of students are large. In this case, the main problem is the availability of instruments and electronic parts, also the scheduling as a limitation of lab space. This condition makes the lab course sessions increase drastically exceeds the standard capacity. Based on this fact, it is necessary to develop a lab teaching model that can encourage students/participants remain active and involve in collaboration work, but flexible in the implementation.

 Inline with the rapid information technology development, nowadays, there are many learning models created based on the online technique. Many education’s experts believe that the online learning is promising method that is flexible and efficient. Even, previous studies have shown that the online lab course has been able to improve the efficiency in funding rather than the practical work using a hands-on method [1]-[2].

The online lab course is possible to be implemented as the internet technology is available to support it. The use of this technology has penetrated into all sectors of human life such as banking, hospitality, travel services, entertainment, news, variety of applications in everyday life, and has great influence on education [3]. Today there are many lab course designs apply the internet facility as one part to support its implementation. This phenomenon introduces the emergence of new terms such as web-based laboratories [4], and web-based experiments [5] that was triggered up by the high access of the internet network at any educational institution especially in the universities and in the family.

To provide similar lab environment as run in a real practical work, the online lab course supported by information technology requires the lab simulator. Many studies have shown that the simulator is effective, efficient and flexible to support practical work activities. The use of simulator in practical work activities can enhance understanding of the material provided [6]. In addition, the use of simulator for supporting the practical work activities can also provide the same effectiveness with hands-on method [7]-[9]. Previous research has also shown that the use of the simulator is more efficient rather than the use of real laboratory [10], and provide conveniently and high flexibility [11].

Regarding the simulator, a breadboard simulator based on Java program has been developed by Bailey and Freeman [12]. However, this simulator is a desktop application that can only be run on the computers with an offline mode. Meanwhile, the lab course will be a flexible learning if it is held in an online mode. Therefore, it is necessary to design the breadboard simulator that can be accessed online by the practical work participants to provide the learning more flexible process and at the same time it can create a collaborative learning environment.

Currently, there are many application programs that can be used to access a computer remotely, to share a desktop screen and to create a collaborative learning environment such as Team Viewer. This application provides all necessary components for a collaborative online learning like video conferencing, and also desktop sharing. With this, it is possible to access an offline-based applications program such as breadboard simulator using an online mode.
II. PEDAGOGICAL ASPECT OF ONLINE LAB COURSE

The principle of online lab course is similar to that of the principle to apply the hands-on practical work. The difference is in the media used, in which the hands-on is using a real media, meanwhile the online lab course is using the computer media connected to the other computers equipped with a simulator to replace the real instrument and electronic parts. According to the learning process aspects, an online lab course is run using the same procedures as the hands-on done. Like the hands-on lab, an online lab course needs an implementation method that can generate interest and motivation and able to guide the students to participate actively in the learning process. At the end of the activity, an online lab course should provide a set of evaluation instruments to measure the student learning’s outcome.

Although it is an online mode that distributes the participants into different rooms/locations, this lab course-based internet network should be adjusted to make the participants can collaborate each others during the learning process. Lab course in secondary schools and universities are usually implemented into small groups [13]. The groups will carry out two activities, i.e. cooperation and collaboration forms [14]. Cooperation form is an activity that introduces the group to share tasks, meanwhile collaboration form is an activity among the individual in a group to provide a mutual reinforcement. A collaboration form is very important activity in the practical work because it is potential to motivate individuals in a group. It can be effective media for mutual learning among the individuals.

Evaluation in an online lab course can be done through a portfolio or practical work report that includes an introduction, background, methodology, instrument, results, data analysis, discussion, and conclusions [15]. The whole processes of learning are conducted online, including the evaluation of learning outcomes, for example by submitting a portfolio to virtual laboratory prepared to support this online lab course.

III. BREADBOARD SIMULATOR

A software that can be used to support the online practical work activities in Digital Electronics is a breadboard simulator. This simulator provides virtual instruments and electronic parts, consists of a breadboard with its power supply, various types of IC logic TTL (transistor-transistor logic), switch components, 7-segment LED display, wiring and logic probe. This software is a desktop application based on Java program that can only be run using a local computer under Windows operating system. Nevertheless, this program has an advantage, it can provide virtual devices and simulation features for a general logic circuit design both combinational and sequential circuits [16].

It is important to note that the operating requirements must be adjusted to allow the breadboard simulator working properly based on the available hardware and software. This simulator requires a hardware like a desktop or laptop computer with standard specifications for desktop applications operation. The desktop or laptop computer is mandatory to use Windows operating systems such as Windows XP, Windows Vista or Windows 7, and the plug-in Java Runtime Environment [17].

A. User Interface

The user’s interface of breadboard simulator is a main window that is similar to the other application programs. This window is the most important graphical user interface of the program. The structure consists of menu, toolbar, selection pane, dipswitch component, status bar, wires, probes, chips, LEDs, breadboard, circuit pane, and logic probe bar.

By using this interface, the user can plug a breadboard and digital components required. For more complex digital circuit designs which require more wide board sizes, this simulator provides a multi breadboard access. With this, the user can display many breadboards on this main window. Interface visualization of this simulator is similar to the breadboard used in hands-on practical work. Figure 1 shows an example design of 4-bit shift register circuit using chip 7474.

![Fig. 1. Four bit shift register using 7474 chip.](image1)

From the circuit shown in Figure 1, if 4-bit shift register is implemented using a breadboard simulator, the result obtained is shown in Figure 2.

![Fig. 2. User interface of breadboard simulator for 4-bit shift register.](image2)

B. Simulation

Breadboard simulator provides a variety of simulation to display the characteristics of circuit prepared. By using interface, user can select continuous simulation mode (run) or step by step mode. In the step-by-step mode, the program will execute data every 1 ns. Generally, a testing of digital circuits is done using a run mode because more simple and the user can interact directly with devices installed on the breadboard.

IV. ONLINE MEDIA FOR COLLABORATIVE LEARNING

Online lab course can be implemented by dividing the class into small groups for member of three persons in each
group. Each group was guided by an instructor. With this, one member of an online group consists of three students and one instructor. This online lab course requires the information technology facility as shown in Figure 3.

![Diagram of facility for an online lab course required.](image)

Beside requiring the hardware and internet facility, the design of an online lab course also requires software support. To support the growing of a collaborative environment, we need two conditions of: (1) availability of an offline breadboard simulator that can be accessed in an online condition and (2) provide an online media that can serve the video conferencing, voice calls (VoIP) and text conferencing. One of the software that can support both steps are TeamViewer program that providing the application of desktop sharing and collaboration online.

![Diagram of a desktop sharing application for accessing breadboard simulator.](image)

Online meeting application of Team Viewer program provides features required to make a collaborative environment in an online lab course like video conferencing, audio conferencing and text conferencing. In addition, the online meeting application also provides the desktop sharing feature that can be used as a media to access online the desktop application-based program run on a computer. Figure 4 shows an illustration of online access to breadboard simulator in an offline condition by another computer in an online lab course. Figure 5 shows its screenshot display.

![A screenshot display of a share desktop.](image)

V. Experiment and Result

An online lab course in Digital Electronics has been implemented in 8 sessions that covers the topic of: (1) Characteristic of Basic Logic Gate; (2) Designing of Combinational Logic Circuit; (3) Comparator and Binary Adder; (4) Multiplexer and Demultiplexer; (5) Encoder and Decoder; (6) Flip-flop; (7) Counter; and (8) Register. Pre-test was given to subjects at the beginning in every session, and post-test at the end of the session. To find out the description of the subject's perception, at the end of the online lab activities were given a questionnaire on perception.

Before running the online lab course, each participant sends a preliminary task to the instructor via the virtual laboratory portal based on CMS (Content Management System). This task will be corrected by the instructor, each participant will get the feedbacks online. Instructor gives an assessment for this task and the results will be put into the database as one element of evaluation.

Implementation of an online practical work is initiated by the instructor, by inviting the participants to join the meeting using Team Viewer program. The process is carried out by the instructor by sending the password to the participants and the teacher through communication facilities such as a chat. After all the participants in one group join the online meeting, the instructor and participants have to make sure that each of them can do video conferencing. For the next step, the participants working on an online pre-test supervised by the instructor through the video conference feature.

The next procedures, the instructor was running the breadboard simulator and setting up the online meeting panel to allow the participants access the breadboard simulator online. Furthermore, all participants in each group will prepare a logic circuit on the virtual breadboard, collaboratively. Through this procedure, the instructor can monitor the activity of the participants via desktop sharing and video conferencing features. The instructor will record the participants’ activity and put it into the database as an assessment’s result of the process. Meanwhile, the lecturer can visit and give an advice to the participants via desktop sharing and video conferencing.

Through this procedure, the instructor can monitor the activity of the participants via desktop sharing and video conferencing. The instructor will record the participants’ activity and put it into the database as an assessment’s result of the process. Meanwhile, the lecturer can visit and give an advice to the participants via desktop sharing and video conferencing.

The online lab course was ended by the post-test activities online. All participants will prepare the portfolio or practical work report individually, they will submit it to the virtual laboratory portal. From the experiment done to 8 sessions, the results are given in Figure 6.
According to Figure 6, the online lab for Digital Electronics course can give a significant increase on the learning outcomes. All sessions of practical work have given an increase on the learning outcome averaged by 22.5%. Interesting findings occurred in session 4, which shows the lowest increase of 6.1%. This lowest value is due to the difficulties experienced by the students to identify the input and output pins of the multiplexer and demultiplexer (topic in session 4). This similar result was also observed by Herman et al. [18]. It is important to note that in the topic of multiplexer and demultiplexer, the use of online practical work does not affect significantly to improve learning outcomes.

From the perception aspect towards the implementation of online lab course, response of the students can be visualized in Figure 7.

From that figure, it is shown that understanding aspect of the material has the lowest perception compare to the other aspects. This can be happened because the students experienced a misconception during the lesson. Perceptions of interactivity and ease of operation are found to be high. This shows that the model is quite acceptable by the students and at the same time it can create an online collaboration environment as expected. Similarly, on the quality aspect of communication which have high perception, this indicates that the online practical work are not overly constrained by the communication facilities. The study also found that the TeamViewer software and the breadboard simulator can be used as a flexible online learning tools. Generally, it can be argued that the online lab course obtained a good perception of students with an average percentage of 72.22%.

VI. CONCLUSION

This study has shown that the combining between the desktop sharing software and breadboard simulator can be used as an online media of lab course, especially in Digital Electronics. The online practical work model using both applications have also been able to create a collaborative learning environment and got a positive feedback from the participants of the online lab course.
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